An experimental case study of robust cascade two-element control of boiler drum level.
This paper focuses on improving the performance of boiler-drum level control over a wide range of operation using the quantitative feedback theory (QFT) approach. A lab-scale boiler that is a scaled-down version of a power plant boiler is considered for the investigations. The lab boiler has the unique advantage of inducing dynamic variations or uncertainty in system behaviour, to mimic a wide range of real-world operation scenarios. The investigations on the lab boiler are conducted as follows. Firstly, the nonlinear dynamics and uncertainty of the lab boiler over the entire operation envelope are approximated in terms of linear models with parametric variations. Then, a robust two-element QFT control system for drum level control is proposed, designed, and validated over the set of linear models. Next, the proposed QFT controller is implemented on the lab-boiler, and lastly, the performance is compared experimentally with conventional fixed and scheduled two-element control schemes. Comparison of obtained experimental results show that the proposed QFT controller scheme outperforms conventional fixed and scheduled two-element control schemes, for boiler-drum level control over a wide range of operations.